MEXICANS, INTERETHNIC VIOLENCE,
AND CRIME IN THE CHICAGO

AREA DURING THE 1920s
AND 1930s: THE STRUGGLE TO
ACHIEVE ETHNIC CONSCIOUSNESS
F. Arturo Rosales
John R. Chávez in The Lost Land suggests that since Mexicans
have been in the Southwest longer than Anglos, they have a
similar claim to the land as the American Indian and that identifica-

tion with the heritage of the old Hispanic Southwest remains
strong. Mexicans who lived in the Mexican North during the early
nineteenth century identified with the land, the flora, and the fauna

as intimately as American Indians. He further asserts that as
immigrants from Mexico arrived in the Southwest, they assimilated
the "Lost Land" identity as though returning from a diaspora.
That notion is one of the most popular and enduring images of

Chicano ethnic identity that has emerged from the Chicano
intellectual community in recent years. The following passage by
the sociologist Alfredo Mirandé reinforces Chávez's thesis:

Chicanos strongly resist the notion that they are somewhat transplanted or imported `immigrants.' Not only has the Chicano been in
America f o r a long time but
they did not come to the United

...

States, rather, the United States carne to them.2

There is no doubt that for many Chicanos whose ancestors have

been in the Southwest for many generations, Mirandé's and
Chávez's positing is relevant. This is not as true for recent immigrants from Mexico and their descendants who make up the
-59-
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majority of the present Chicano population. Southwest Hispanic

traits were important in influencing the identity of incoming
immigrants only where a residue of old Hispanic culture remained

strong in smaller communities in South Texas, southern New
Mexico and southern Arizona. Ironically, few immigrants from
Mexico settled in northern New Mexico and southern Colorado,
where traditional southwestern culture was even stronger.3

Chavez's "Lost Land" imagery is not as relevant in Mexican
immigrant enclaves that mushroomed throughout the last decade
of the nineteenth century and still continue to grow in Los Angeles,
Chicago, Houston, El Paso, and to a lesser degree in San Antonio.
These cities were built by Anglos or were Mexican communities
whose Hispanic character was greatly reduced by Anglo encroachment.

Consequently, Mexican immigrants in these cities found few
familiar surroundings outside of their immigrant colonias. They
looked back to their homes in Mexico for their roots, rather than
the old Hispanic Southwest. A major source of ethnic identity

stemmed from the perception of being foreigner in an Anglo

America, where the core culture had become firmly entrenched in
the early part of the nineteenth century.
Even in cities such as Los Angeles, where Mexican origins were
still obvious in the 1920s, large -scale immigration was so intense
during the decade that it buried the "Lost Land" consciousness held
by native Los Angelenos and Sonorenses who arrived in the city
before the 1880s. Ricardo Romo's study of Mexicans in Los Angeles

demonstrates that immigrants knew they were in a foreign

environment and that most intended to return to Mexico. The fact
that Mexican immigrants in the early part of the century noted their
presence in the United States as forming a colonia, suggests that
they saw themselves as outsiders in a foreign setting.'

This essay, which looks at the rise of ethnic consciousness
among Chicago's earliest Mexican immigrants in the 1920s as they

responded to hostile treatment, relies on this premise. About 70
percent of the Mexican immigrants to Chicago were from the west
central plateau states in Mexico and they had little kinship with the
Southwest to begin with, unlike many immigrants from northern
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Mexico. When they talked about leaving for the North, whether to
Monterrey in the northern Mexican state of Nuevo Leon, or across
the border to Texas and the Midwest, migrants from west central
Mexico simply referred to the destination as el norte. In fact, many
immigrants to Chicago indicated that they could not bypass Texas
fast enough because of the reputation which the state had regarding the treatment of-Mexicans.'

Once in the Chicago area, which between 1919 and 1930
acquired the fourth largest Mexican community in the United States,
Mexicans were simply one more in a long line of immigrant groups

who fulfilled the labor needs of the huge industrialized city. Like
southern Negroes, they were recruited during World War I to work

in railroads at a time of labor scarcity. Eventually both groups
found jobs in the stockyards and in the steel mills, replacing
American Anglos and European ethnic whites who were drafted
into military service after 1917.

By the late 1920s, six identifiable immigrant colonias existed
south of the Loop along the lake shore to the neighboring Indiana

suburbs of East Chicago and Gary. Close to thirty thousand

Mexicans were scattered in these communities, and they settled
into neighborhoods already established by other ethnic groups such
as Poles and Italians. Sometimes the older ethnic groups moved out

as Mexicans moved in. More often they stayed, but not without
reacting adversely to the new arrivals.'
In spite of their common origin, not all Mexican immigrants.
arriving in Chicago in the 1920s identified with each other. Like
other newcomers to the United States in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century, most Mexicans in Chicago came from an
agricultural village environment and were from a part of the world
which was barely acquiring a sense of nationhood.'
Even though Mexico acquired its independence from Spain in
1821, nationalism was slow to develop in the nineteenth century.
What little nationalism there was, rose in response to the constant
interference of outside powers, such as the invasions by the United
States in 1846 and France in 1862. Limited economic modernization
and integration during the Porfiriato (1875 -1910) also played ä role

in nurturing this sentiment. But growing nationalistic feelings in
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this early era mainly affected the urban upper classes, usually in
Mexico City. The rest of the nation remained steeped in a patria

chica (small fatherland) regionalism. A widespread national

consciousness did not begin appearing in Mexico until the Mexican
Revolution of 1910, reaching its zenith in the 1920s.8
For example, Luis González, in his classic study of San José de
García, a village located in a primary immigrant- sending region of
northern Michoacán, stated:
We can be sure that those who lived here before 1861 knew each
other very well but had hardly any knowledge of human beings or
events anywhere else. At the turn of the twentieth century not much
had changed. On the eve of the revolution their lives were beginning
to be affected by nationalistic sentiment, an interest in politics and an
awareness of the outside world ... but the majority were unaware of
the move toward nationalism, or even toward regionalization.9

The majority of the immigrants who came to the United States
were from the small towns, villages, and haciendas in the provinces, not the urban upper classes. They carried this sentiment of
patria chica with them rather than a defined national identity. As
a consequence, Mexicans did not arrive in Chicago, or any place

else, as cohesive groups. Friends and relatives from the same
village or province in the old country lived and socialized together

forming parochial clusters within the large enclave. Often the
immigrants would physically segregate themselves in sectors within
the barrios. El Michoacanito, for example, a one -block area in the
Indiana Harbor section of East Chicago, Indiana, acquired its name
because of the large number of immigrants from Michoacán living

there. In addition, some of the ethnic organizations had a preponderance of members who originated in the same province of
Mexico.10

Explaining why it was difficult for Mexicans to form an umbrella

ethnic organization which would represent all of the Chicago
Mexican groups in the 1920s, a Mexican immigrant suggested that
the provincialism of Mexicans from some states in Mexico and their

antipathy for those from other states kept the Mexican colonia
disunited."
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Divisions based on regional origins were further complicated by

significant class differences. During the Mexican Revolution, a
sizeable portion of the Mexican urban middle classes and elites,
who looked down on their poorer compatriots, immigrated to the
United States. Some came to Chicago. The wife of a businessman
who was one of many Mexicans from the middle classes in Chicago
said, "The people from Old Mexico here disgrace the real Mexicans.

...

The people that are here were either servants or mountain

Indians." This feeling was repeated often by many other Mexicans
from her class.12

Since about ninety-five percent of the Mexicans arriving in
Chicago were Catholic, there can be no doubt that religious
homogeneity served as a cohesive factor carried over from Mexico.

But sometimes even religion served as an obstacle to cohesion.
Anglo Protestants successfully proselytized among Mexicans (many
of whom were only nominally observant) and bitterly divided the
colonias along Catholic -Protestant lines. This division also reflected
the conflict in Mexico between ardent Catholics and anti -clerical
liberals who had waged a battle against the church throughout the

nineteenth century and who continued the struggle until the
1920s.13

In spite of these divisions, Mexicans acquired an exalted form of
immigrant nationalism and cohesiveness very early in the formation

of the Chicago colonias, a phenomenon common to other urban
Mexican immigrant enclaves in the United States. Characteristic of

this emerging identity was an exaggerated loyalty to Mexico
coupled with a dutiful celebration of the Mexican patriotic holidays
(Fiestas Patrias) and an overwhelming desire to return to Mexico.
In short, a Mexico Lindo (Beautiful Mexico) mentality absorbed the
identity of the colonias.
This initial stance was crucial for political activity in later years
among assimilationist- minded, second- generation Mexican Americans and immigrants who stayed in the United States. The transition
from the México Lindo posture of the 1920s to an involvement in
local politics and labor union activity during the 1930s and 1940s

was accomplished on the back of a strong nationalistic base that
was unwittingly laid by the immigrant generation.
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But if on the eve of large -scale immigration into Chicago,
nationalism was very poorly developed in immigrant -sending areas
of Mexico, why was it evident in the Mexican colonias in Chicago

and other cities almost as soon as the immigrants arrived? The
answer to this seemingly paradoxical question is that the emotions

associated with devotion and allegiance to the homeland were
acquired in the United States by thousands of immigrants as they
were confronted by adversity.
Paul S. Taylor, a University of California economist who
conducted extensive studies of colonias in Chicago and other areas
in the United States during the 1920s, noted that among Mexicans
in Chicago: "First there is a strong emotional attachment to Mexico
and patriotism is heightened as the Mexicans themselves sometimes

note, by their expatriation."' He also made a similar observation
in South Texas: "Mexican citizens in the United States are very
patriotic, with
an exaggerated patriotism of the reluctant
expatriate."" An editorial appearing in La Prensa of San Antonio
during the 1920s echoed the feeling: "They [the Mexicans] know
.

.

.

that patriotism augments and increases" in the United States. Taylor
interviewed a Mexican in Chicago who told him, "The Mexicans

become patriotic here and they want to celebrate but they don't
even know the Mexican national hymn. n16
A vehicle had to exist, however, for bringing nationalist ideology

into the United States, and before it could be embraced, the
sentiment had to cut across regional, religious, and class divisions

within the colonias. As indicated above, many middle -class
immigrants who came to Chicago had been, in Mexico, a "critical
core" imbued with nationalistic feelings. They appealed to their
more provincial compatriots by manipulating cultural symbols from
a blueprint with which they were intimately familiar. From the
ranks of the more educated and refined immigrants, for instance,
came the publishers of newspapers and officers in the immigrant
organizations. They cajoled and harangued their countrymen, most

of whom came from a humble background, on the necessity of
maintaining mexicanidad (Mexicaness).17
In the 1920s, El Amigo del Hogar, a Spanish weekly published

in East Chicago by conservative Mexican refugees from Jalisco,
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expressed the following concern about the upcoming Fiestas Patrias

in 1927: 'We don't doubt that those persons who are patriots at
heart and proud of belonging to the race of Cuauhtémoc and

Hidalgo will know how to behave correctly and decently in
accordance with the most august principles demanded by our
national pride." (Translation by author.)"
But why would this class, who in Mexico was elevated above

the common people, bother to unite with an element that back
home they would have avoided? One reason is that immigrant

identification with Mexico and fellow compatriots increased as they
felt the rejection by non - Mexicans. An immigrant in Chicago, for
example, told Taylor, "The more wrong they [non -Mexicans] say
about Mexico the more I love it. On Mexican national holidays I
may rub shoulders with a prostitute but on that day we forget it." 9

Early in the history of the colonias, however, middle -class
immigrants assumed the upper -class behavior which they themselves held in high esteem and felt would protect them from prejudice
and rejection. When put to the test such optimism proved unwar-

ranted. The son of a businessman who felt he was above the
common immigrant said, "There are so many low -class Mexicans
here it makes it hard for other Mexicans. "'
At times, immigrants who were white or from the upper classes
were given preferential treatment, but this was an exception rather
than the rule. A movie theater owner in Indiana Harbor explained

that even though Mexicans from the better classes were not

objectionable to his other customers it was easier to separate them
in the theater based on their nationality. Subsequently, in 1927 El
Amigo del Hogar, the Indiana Harbor colonia newspaper, advocated boycotting the Garden Theater, stating, "we should be treated
the same as the white race.j21 On another occasion in Chicago, a

landlord was about to rent an apartment for $25 a month to a
racially white family not knowing they were Mexican, but when
they spoke in Spanish, he immediately raised the price.22
Then in 1929, the culture- conscious members of the Chicago
Mexican elite complained bitterly about the manner in which a
Chicago newspaper reported a major theatrical event taking place
in their community. A Chicago Daily News review of the operetta
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"Marina" began with the derisive comment that "This is the first
time the residents of `tamaletown' have done such a program."
Similarly, an article in the East Chicago Daily Calumet, describing
a cultural presentation held at the local Mexican Baptist Church,
patronizingly described the success of the event by stating that
"The Mexicans surprised everyone with their fine program. "23

Since Anglos did not readily recognize class differences and
rejected Mexicans on racial and cultural grounds, middle -class
immigrants found this constant discrimination humiliating and made

common cause with their working class -compatriots. A former
merchant who had an opportunity to go into business with an
Anglo refused the offer because of the latter's disparaging remarks
about Mexicans. "Even though he did not refer to me it hurt me,"
said the merchant. "I loved my country and respected my people.
"24
.
. I know many Mexicans who feel that way.
In Chicago, influences of the Mexican intellectual elites were felt
from as far away as San Antonio, Los Angeles, and Mexico City. In
the 1920s, through mail links, articles published in more established
Mexican newspapers of southwestern cities were reprinted in the
Chicago Spanish -language media. In addition, La Prensa of San

Antonio enjoyed a wide readership in the Chicago area. And on
more than one occasion, Mexican political and intellectual luminaries visited the colonias. In 1928, for example, José Vasconcelos, the
famous Mexican philosopher gave a speech to Mexicans in Chicago
in which he likened their situation in the United States to Jews in
Egypt during biblical times.
We are but the children of Israel passing through our Egypt here in
the United States doing the onerous labors, swallowing our pride,
bracing up under the indignities heaped upon us here. If we expect
to return and escape all this, as good Mexicans ought to, then we
should show interest in the affairs of our country from this Egypt of
ours n

Thus, in spite of the parochial outlook of lower -class immigrants,

it was not difficult for the more sophisticated leaders to influence
them, because accompanying all of the newly arriving Mexican
immigrants were homogenous cultural traits that made it obvious
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they were from the same Mexican background. Regardless of class
origin, they spoke Spanish, and racially they were similar although
many in the middle classes were lighter. And even though religious
divisions did exist, the vast majority were Catholic. In addition, the
majority of the Mexicans entering the United States between 1910
and 1930 were seeking neither refuge nor the start to a new life.
They came to earn money and wanted to return home. Many did,
but even those who remained harbored a dream of someday going

back, an attitude which promoted immigrant cohesion based on
identification with Mexican nationalism.26

This common ground, then, promoted mutual identification for
all immigrants regardless of their origin in Mexico. The process of

coalescing was a salmon run nonetheless, as they encountered
numerous setbacks. It was not easy to bridge all of the schisms
which divided the colonias from the time the first Mexicans arrived,
and, indeed, many were not. Often the resources mustered by the

immigrants were insufficient to overcome the multitude of prob-

lems which they faced. But what is important, is that heroic

attempts were made resulting in a strong, if not impenetrable line
of defense. This allowed breathing spells when colonias regrouped
to fend off anomie and resist being run out of the city.
There is no doubt that as Mexicans entered Chicago, they found
themselves in a hostile environment, and to survive they resorted

first to mutual aid, then to cultural reinforcement and/or the

comforting thought that soon they would be back in Mexico. At
times, however, they were violated to such a degree that initial
adaptation postures were inadequate and problems had to be
directly confronted, an effort which anticipated the assimilitionist
politics of a future generation.

In this respect the most frustrating and vexing challenges for
Mexican immigrants came from an unjust court system, police
brutality, and attacks by other ethnic groups -a set of abuses which
were intimately linked. Many times the objective of the attacks was

to run the Mexicans out of town. If that was not possible, other
groups strove for social and economic dominance over Mexicans
and each other by any avenue open to them. One way was for
competing working -class sectors to manipulate the agencies of law
enforcement to their own ends. The policemen on the beat and the

fifa
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lower -level judicial bureaucracy, for instance, which came ino
direct and daily contact with Mexicans, were from the same ethnic
groups which subjected the Mexicans to violence.V
Newly arrived immigrant Mexicans quickly identified the law
enforcement agencies with competing ethnic rivals and tormenters.
Said one Mexican immigrant in the 1920s: "The average policeman's
attitude is still against the Mexicans. The police are largely Irish
and Polish. "' Mexicans from all classes were subjected to these

abuses, even though it affected the working classes in greater
proportion. In response, Mexicans mobilized community resources
for the purposes of self defense, a process hastened by this violent
treatment."
As the number of Mexican immigrants increased in the Chicago

area during the 1920s, they quickly acquired a reputation for
criminal activity. During 1926, an editorial entitled "Banditry in
Little Mexico," appeared in the East Chicago's Calumet News, and
railed against the alleged high incidence of violence and drug use
in the Mexican colonias of Indiana Harbor, a steel worker district.
Another editorial in the wider circulating Chicago Daily Tribune,
designed to alert the Chicago community to the threats posed by
Mexican immigration, warned against the "tumultuous political
tradition" which Mexicans would bring into the United States,
implying a potential for violence. That particular editorial was
sufficiently offensive to the Mexican community that it protested to
President Calles in Mexico 3°

In daily news events, English -language newspapers chose to
ignore positive cultural activities and accomplishments of Mexicans,

emphasizing instead negative features of colonia life such as
killings, shootings and stabbings, and crime in general. For
example, forty -four of the forty -eight stories concerning Mexicans

which appeared in the Calumet News during 1928 were crime related.j1 A white American admitted to Paul Taylor:
The Mexicans get a bad reputation through their drunkenness and
court cases which are played up by the papers and are the only thing
we hear about the Mexicans. Of course whites get drunk, too?
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Middle -class Chicagoans, relying almost exclusively on mass
media -generated stereotypes, attributed to Mexicans a natural
proclivity for violence. On one occasion, for instance, the wife of

a prominent university professor exclaimed to a researcher
collecting data on Mexicans, "Don't you find that Mexicans are
dangerous? They always look so treacherous.133 A Mexican married
to an Anglo American woman, also in the 1920s, said that educated

Americans did not exhibit as much prejudice toward Mexicans as

persons from the working class, "... but they let it out in the
press."

White working -class views on Mexican immigrants were more

diverse and not as focused on alleged moral, economic and
intellectual deficiencies as were middle -class attitudes. Poles

harbored animosity toward Mexicans because of labor competition.
Mexicans were recruited into sectors where the predominant work

force was Polish. This was especially true in South Chicago and
Indiana Harbor where steel foundry employment dominated the
labor market. As might be expected, interethnic violence was most
acute in these neighborhoods.
Closely related to labor competition was the threat Mexicans
posed to Polish neighborhoods, which one historian describes as
"institutionally complete" by the 1920s. The origins of community
building for Polish immigrants in Chicago date to the 1880s, but
their success was based on the ability to resist outside intruders

such as Mexicans who throughout the 1920s challenged their
institutional completeness.*

Members of the colonias admitted having a bad reputation
because of drinking and fighting, but in most cases they did not
consider themselves any worse than other ethnic groups. Com-

munity leaders and editors of Spanish- language newspapers
consistently attributed troubles with the law to police hostility and

general corruption in the law enforcement system, though the
leaders also blamed the problems on alcohol abuse and social
alienation, not innate cultural deficiencies.*
Statistical information for this period shows that Mexicans in
Chicago were frequently in trouble with the law during the 1920s.

In 1929, for example, about fourteen percent of the twenty-
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thousand Mexicans living in the city of Chicago were charged with
crimes, in sharp contrast to the general rate of arrest which was six
percent. Within the context of more defined immigrant groups such

as Italians and Poles, the arrest rate for Mexicans was still high.
Police apprehensions were only higher for Greeks and Negroes.
Police in that year jailed a whopping forty percent of the Negro
population while the arrest rate for Greeks was slightly above that
of Mexicans.

Closer scrutiny, however, reveals that while Mexicans were
arrested out of proportion to their numbers in the city, the crimes
they committed were mainly misdemeanors. During the 1928-29
'period, for example, jumping bail constituted eighty-eight percent
of the felony charges directed at Mexicans. In the misdemeanor
category, seventy-eight percent of the charges involved disorderly

conduct, while the remaining twenty-two percent consisted of
carrying concealed weapons, assault, gambling and traffic violations.

In the absence of similar data for other immigrant populations
it is difficult to compare the seriousness of their criminal activities
with those of Mexicans. Proportionately, however, felony arrests
of Mexicans were smaller within their population than for native
whites, which included second- and third-generation offspring of
the new immigrants (eastern or southern European). In the 1928-

29 period this figure stood at seven percent for Mexicans in
contrast to eleven percent for the native white population of
Chicago."
The fact remains that the arrest rate of Mexicans was inordinately
high. One reason for this is the disproportionate ratio of Mexican

men to women in Chicago (170:100) a common demographic
feature in immigrant communities. Since Mexicans were the latest
arrivals, this imbalance was even greater than that of other
immigrants living in the city. This might have contributed to deviant

behavior. Additionally, the majority of the men were young,
between nineteen and thirty-five, an age group which is more apt
to get into trouble with the law."
Nonetheless, this high arrest rate reveals less about the Mexicans'

criminal proclivity than it does about the inferior position of the
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Mexican community within Chicago's polyglot social structure, an
arrangement based on a well- defined pecking order of ethnicity.
Chicago ethnic groups carved out hegemonies for themselves in

living quarters, jobs, government patronage, and recreational
facilities. These gains were maintained once they were wrested
from the system by any number of means. One method was
through direct confrontation and terrorism. Another was to use
positions obtained in the lower echelons of city bureaucracy, such

as the police department, to check threats posed by the latest
arrivals into Chicago, who in the 1920s were Mexican.39
Mexicans encountered white working -class animosity soon after
their arrival in Chicago. Unfortunately for them, their influx into
the city was immediately followed by a slackening economy at the

end of World War I and the return of thousands of soldiers who,
resentful because former jobs and scarce housing had passed to
these racial minorities, responded with acute hostility.4° In the
spring of 1919 thousands of discharged soldiers jammed employ-

ment agencies or were forced to panhandle in the street. As

pressures mounted, Mexican workers were dismissed from their
jobs in order to pass the jobs on to veterans.41
The end of the war also coincided with vigorous labor organization efforts by militant but chauvinistic labor unions which failed
to bridge the racial gaps among the Chicago working class. Strikes
in the steel mills and stockyards during 1919 were defeated by the

importing of strikebreakers, most of whom were Negroes or

Mexicans.42 These initial contacts inevitably created extreme racial
tension. This became evident during the sensational race riots that

rocked Chicago's stockyard neighborhoods between July 23 and
August 8, 1919.43

Although the main source of racial animosity was directed at
Negroes, Mexicans also bore the brunt. On July 30, at the height
of the riot, Federico González and José Blanco, two young Mexican

stockyard workers, were attacked by Fred Schott and five other
rioters. In the struggle both Mexicans were injured severely but
Blanco managed to fatally stab Schott, and was promptly charged
with first-degree murder at his hospital bedside. Chicago police,
openly sympathetic with white rioters, arrested Blacks out of

proportion to their guilt, prompting Black leaders to closely
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monitor ensuing court proceedings. Ultimately this vigilance
tempered further civil rights violations of the many Blacks arrested
during the turmoil, and as a result the young Mexican benefited.
Aware of the case, the Mexican embassy instructed the consul in

Chicago to provide legal assistance. On September 15, after his
recovery, Blanco stood before a grand jury, which acquitted him.
The Negroes who were also charged with crimes relating to the riot
were acquitted at the same time."

The Blanco incident magnified the futility which Mexicans
experienced in Chicago during this early period. They could not
turn to United States institutions, either local, state or federal for
defense against abuses. Because Mexicans in Chicago were few in
number and too new to the city to have developed solidarity for a
united defense, they turned to the Mexican consul for support.
As late as 1924, the Chicago Mexicans still found it difficult to
respond effectively to police violence. On November 8, Herminio
Hernández and another Mexican, armed with guns, attempted to
hold up the patrons of a saloon and killed an off -duty policeman
who had drawn his pistol and shot at the robbers. Hernândez was

wounded in the exchange, but the other robber got away. Two
detectives aggressively questioned Hernández at the Bridewell
Lockup infirmary where he died without revealing the identity of
his accomplice. It turned out that Harry Crowley, the dead
policeman, had received a Chicago Daily Tribune award for
heroism in another shootout during 1921, so in announcing
Crowley's death on November 9, the Tribune used the banner
headline "POLICE HERO AND BANDIT SLAIN IN DUEL."45

In an attempt to find the second hold -up man, enraged policemen swept into the Hull House neighborhood and arbitrarily beat
Mexicans and arrested fifty of them. But the general public, tired of
the crime wave engulfing Chicago, demanded a crackdown on all
gangsters, not just Mexicans. As a result, a clean -up campaign, one
of many characterizing Chicago politics in the 1920s, was launched
amid charges of police and judicial corruption. A few heads rolled,
including the chief of detectives', but not before systematic police

raids in different Chicago ethnic neighborhoods netted four
hundred arrests of suspected hoodlums.
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No sooner had the lockups begun on November 11 than ethnic
politicians exerted their influence to have jailed suspects released.
Even the Negroes, one hundred of whom were arrested at a festive
gathering, were allowed to go home after Arthur Albert, a Negro
Alderman from the South Side, protested 46
Mexicans, on the other hand, did not have anyone to speak for
them except the Mexican consul, who lacked political clout. The

event clearly demonstrated that other ethnic groups who had
already acquired respective niches in the Chicago political machine,

were in a much better position than Mexicans to acquire protection.

however, became more
pronounced in the second half of the decade when animosity
Mexican immigrant nationalism,

'

against Mexicans increased as more came to Chicago. One reason
for the heightened consciousness is that before 1924 there were no

Spanish -language newspapers; but at least six were published
during the remainder of the decade. While some of these publications became financially insolvent they were still crucial to the
heightening of ethnic consciousness. Every altercation between
Mexicans and other ethnic groups was described as racially
motivated violence, and the police were consistently accused of
siding with the attackers.47

The years 1926 and 1927, a time of the greatest immigration of
Mexicans, produced such intense violence that Paul S. Taylor even
labeled the period, "the era of Mexican -Polish troubles. "" When

these clashes resulted in a killing, the mutual animosity felt by
Mexicans and ethnic whites heightened. Predictably, each group
blamed the other for provoking the fights, but according to the
Spanish -language press, Mexicans were the ones who were arrested

by the police. "The police in the districts inhabited by Mexicans
were often (the) first or second generation of the very nationalities
which feel themselves in competition with the Mexicans," wrote
Paul Taylor, explaining police hostility.49
The belief in the colonia that there was collaboration between
the police and ethnic Europeans was reinforced during this era of
Mexican-Polish troubles. "The police searched the Mexican houses
without warrants ... and let the crowd hit their Mexican prisoners
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while they were in custody," one Mexican claimed.5°
Acute antipathy was demonstrated towards Mexicans even after

this era. A dramatic example, was an incident occurring in the
steelworker neighborhood of South Chicago during February 1930.

According to an account in the newspaper, México, and a report
from the Mexican consul in Chicago, Apolonio Castellanos, an
elderly Mexican, was walking down a South Chicago street when

a group of Poles attacked and injured him. He was taken to a
hospital but after being discharged he was attacked again. This
time, however, his friends intervened, and a young Pole named
Zamowoski was stabbed to death by José Torres.
The newspaper charged that twenty-four Mexicans attracted to
the scene were promptly arrested and charged with murder, even
though they were not involved in the fracas. But México went even
further, condemning the official police report, which accused the
Mexicans of deliberately seeking out the Poles in retaliation for the
initial affront.5' Immigrant nationalism clearly ran through this
incident. In depicting the campaign to raise funds for Mexicans
who were jailed in the killing, México led off the story with the
headline "The Spirit of Solidarity of the Colony."52

Mass arrests were sometimes designed, according to Spanishlanguage newspapers, primarily to extort bribes or simply to harass

Mexicans, and they were particularly vexing. The roundup of
Mexicans following the killing of policeman Crowley in 1924 was
a harbinger of a continuing trend throughout the 1920s. In 1924 a
Gary, Indiana, police officer was shot by a Mexican and immediately four hundreds others were rounded up "in an avowed effort on
the part of the police to run all the Mexicans out.""
Another Spanish-language newspaper claimed that in the fall of
1926 policemen arrested, without cause, twenty-eight Mexicans
waiting in line for a dance at the Hull House settlement. During an

effort by federal agents to smash bootlegging activity in 1929,
scores of Mexicans were rounded up, provoking a commentary in
México that "Those charged with enforcing the laws contribute to
the lawlessness."'
Similarly, in January 1931 El Nacional complained that police-

men entered El Gato Negro Billiard Hall and abused innocent
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Mexicans and arrested them for no apparent reason. Six months
later the newspaper reported another raid on a poolroom and an
adjoining barber shop in which eighty Mexicans were arrested. One

man was even taken to jail with shaving cream still on his face.
Even whites were sometimes appalled at the treatment of Mexicans

by the police as was the case in 1926 with an Irish woman who
called the authorities to quell a fight at a Mexican party being held

next door to her home. A Mexican was stabbed to death in the
incident but the woman was outraged to see the police indiscriminately arrest all the Mexicans in the vicinity."

One of the most dramatic examples of mass arrests occurred
after a sensational gun battle between Chicago police and Mexican
railroad workers in December 1926. In the melee two workers and
one policeman were killed at the Proviso railroad camp. Mexico
claimed the police reacted with such vengeance that subsequent to
the gun battle 38 Mexicans were arrested and beaten, even though
involvement in the riot was not proved.5'
Not surprisingly, the Mexican community became cynical

towards the justice system and fearful of their white neighbors.

They were besieged on all sides. In 1928 a Mexican leader
speaking at the Hull House settlement appealed for unity. "Let us
unite ... to protect each other's interests," he said, "Why must we
suffer this curse of disunity which lays us so open to the attack of
our enemies. "57

Seeing themselves surrounded by an "enemy," Mexicans
mobilized their mutual -aid societies and Spanish -language newspapers into agents for defense. Of utmost importance was obtain-

ing the release and defending the rights of the many prisoners
constantly being taken into custody. This concern translated into
organizing legal defense drives, the effort which became the most

common form of mobilization. In the case of the mutual -aid
societies, this incipient political activity transcended the initial
objectives which were to provide financial or recreative benefits for
their members. Donating hard earned dollars required a sacrifice
which drew Mexicans into the political arena of protest. While this

response can hardly be considered political action, within the
context of the early formation of ethnic consciousness, the initial
posture was crucial.
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An early mutual -aid society in the Chicago area, La Sociedad
Protectora Mexican, was formed in Gary, Indiana, after a 1924
mass arrest of four hundred Mexicans. The society provided bail
money and helped offset legal fees for some of its members. La
Confederación de Sociedades Mexicanas de los Estados Unidos de
America, founded in Chicago on March 30, 1925, served as an
umbrella organization for the thirty -five or so mutual -aid societies
that existed in Chicago's Mexican colonias. It lasted for a year and
one -half, a long time for any immigrant institution to exist in such
unstable conditions. One of its major objectives was providing legal
services to Mexicans caught in the court system."

Considering the feelings of colonia inhabitants toward law
enforcement officers it is not surprising that any Mexican who shot

a policeman was considered a hero. Community leaders and the
Spanish -language newspapers often sided with "cop killers," who
in mainstream society are greeted with the greatest amount of
hostility and repugnance.
Victor Torres, a retired steelworker who came to South Chicago
in the 1920s, and who helped organize various Mexican organizations, unknowingly summed up this sentiment in an interview
given in the 1970s. A mild mannered, elderly gentleman in his late
70s, he said that as a young man he had never been in serious

trouble with the law. "But the Ayala brothers," he continued

proudly, "they came from San Antonio, I think. They would not
take any guff from the cops. They would shoot those cabrones
[bastards]. ""

The killing of policemen by Mexicans exacerbated both ethnic
and police enmity against the immigrant colonias. This was the
case in 1924 when Jose Castro killed East Chicago policeman Paul
Budich, a detective of Polish descent. Because police -Mexican
relations had become so strained, the Mexican consul in Chicago
arranged a mass meeting at a local theater between the chief of
police and the Indiana Harbor colonia residents in a futile attempt
to mollify the animosity.ó0

One of the most widespread responses in the Mexican community to a "cop killer" incident occurred in South Chicago in the
winter of 1930. As Alfonso Reyes and Max and José García walked
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home on the night of January 15, 1930, two plainclothes detectives
stopped them for suspicious behavior. The police account states
that Max García drew a gun and killed one of the policemen who,
as it turned out, was of Polish descent. An article in the newspaper
México claimed the detectives had approached the trio menacingly
without identifying themselves and that García mistook them for

robbers. The newspaper said the young men were justified in
defending themselves, considering the great number of robberies
plaguing Chicago in the midst of depression -era unemployment.'
The three were arrested and charged with first- degree murder.
Immediately, friends of the accused and members of the Sociedad
Mutualista Obreros Mexicanos launched a campaign to save the
men from the gallows. On February 22, México implored colonia
residents to follow the lead of the Obreros Mexicanos, the first
mutual -aid society to take up a collection for the cause, "which
besides being just has been left in care of the Mexican Colony. "62
Soon, organizations from throughout the Chicago area pledged
donations. Fundraising activity also took place in Gary and Indiana
Harbor. Public appeal in the Spanish - language newspapers and
circulars printed for the occasion by Delfina Villarreal, a Mexican

social worker, focused on perceived injustices against honest
hardworking Mexican immigrants by a corrupt judicial system
fueled by ethnic animosity.
The trial started on May 15, 1930, and the efforts of the residents
resulted in a limited victory. Alfonso Reyes and José Garcia were
found not guilty, but Max García was sentenced to one -to -ten years
for manslaughter.ó3
Another police slaying involving a Mexican further demonstrates

the support given to accused police killers in the community. In the
United States only two years, twenty -six - year -old Ignacio Zaragoza

was assaulted on December 12, 1931, by another Mexican who
accused him of stealing his watch. Zaragoza claimed that in the
scuffle he had to shoot the other man in self- defense. Panicking, he

fled to Indiana in a blinding blizzard and after three days of
walking in the snow and riding the freight trains, the completely
disoriented Zaragoza was stopped by Charles Glafcke, a Michigan
City policeman, some forty miles east of Chicago. Glafcke was shot
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and killed as he attempted to disarm the young Mexican. After
Glafcke's body was discovered, Zaragoza was tracked down in the

snow and captured. He claimed he was beaten twice to obtain a
confession.
Tried quickly, Zaragoza was found guilty of first- degree murder,

and his electrocution was set for June 24, 1931. On June 11, the
Mexican consul in Indianapolis wrote to Governor Leslie of Indiana

requesting a commutation of Zaragoza's death sentence. The
killing, the consul maintained, was not first -degree murder, because

Zaragoza, who didn't speak English, was confused and delirious

after his three -day trek through the snow and could not be
responsible for his actions.'
Governor Leslie rejected the appeal, indicating that as far as he
was concerned, "Zaragoza had received a fair trial. "66 The case

created a furor in Mexico and among the Mexican populace
throughout the United States. Articles detailing Zaragoza's version
of the ordeal and profiles on his good family background appeared

in such diverse newspapers as La Prensa of San Antonio, El
Tucsonense in Arizona, and El Universal of Mexico City.'
In the Chicago area, local Mexican organizations embarked on

fundraising drives for Zaragoza's defense. For example, it was
publicized that the condemned man was named by his patriotic
parents in Jalisco after Ignacio Zaragoza, the general who defeated
the French on May 5, 1862, an event which provides the basis for

one of Mexico's most important national holidays, El cinco de
mayo.

The efforts to obtain clemency for Zaragoza coincided with the
elaborate fiestas which Mexicans in Chicago organized yearly in
commemoration of this holiday, accentuating the ethnic loyalty
provoked by the campaign. As a last request, Zaragoza, perhaps
sensing the patriotic campaign to prevent his execution, asked that
the prison band play Mexico's national hymn before he died. The
widely publicized episode elevated Zaragoza to martyrdom in the
struggle against injustice.'
No other event better exemplifies the emerging nationalism of
Chicago Mexicans than the reaction in the colonias to the widely
publicized series of escapes from Joliet State Prison of Bernardo
Roa, Gregorio Rizzo, and Roberto Torres in company with four
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white prisoners. These three young and popular South Chicago
Mexicans had already gained the confidence of the Mexican Consul

after being convicted of killing and robbing Charles Johnson, a
train ticket agent in 1923. The consul believed their claim of being

framed, without reservation, as did the general Mexican community.®

The first escape took place on May 5, 1926, after Assistant
Warden Peter M. Klein, a former South Chicago policeman, was
allegedly murdered by all seven convicts during an interview. The
prisoners made their escape into the countryside where all but one,
James Price, were captured by a posse of farmers and townspeople.
Bernardo Roa was shot in the leg twenty -seven times by the posse,
an injury which left him crippled for life. The resourceful prisoner,
however, put this handicap to good use in yet another escape.70
The general public was outraged over the Klein killing, but
many Mexicans saw the prisoners as heroes. An investigation
conducted after the escape alleged Klein had been convicted of
bootlegging liquor while he was a warden, that he was a member
of a parole -selling ring headed by the chairman of the Illinois
Board of Pardons and Parole, and that he allowed prisoners to

leave the prison to commit robberies to pay for their paroles.
Inevitably, such sensational revelations were widely publicized, if
not completely proven. In the Chicago colonias a rumor circulated
which had Klein, just prior to his murder, calling the convicts in to
cancel a parole scheme. The disappointed prisoners, according to

this version, fell upon Klein, and killed him in a moment of
passion. Left with no other alternative, they escaped."

In a sensational mass trial the six captured prisoners were
convicted of the Klein killing and sentenced to hang on March 11,
1927, at the Will County Jail. In South Chicago, and Joliet itself,
Mexican organizations like the Sociedad Mutualista Guadalupana
pledged their groups to raise the legal fees required to appeal the
case to a higher court. As a consequence, the convicts received a
stay of execution, but the three Mexicans quietly prepared for a

second jail break from the county jail, an escape containing
elements usually found only in fiction. Roa, the most persuasive
of the three, convinced Juanita Gallardo, a female friend from
South Chicago, to smuggle into the jail files and saws embedded in
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bananas and apples. He, in turn, found a way of concealing these

items in his crutch and slowly he and Rizzo filed away at the
window bars on their cells, while Torres, who was a professional
singer, sang in his operatic voice "La Paloma" and other popular
Mexican tunes, muffling the sounds of the scraping.92
Commandeering a prison car, all three made their way to the

Indiana Harbor colonia where they were fed by sympathetic
Mexican friends. From there they took a taxi to South Chicago
hoping to find refuge in their own colonia. The Chicago police,
anticipating the Mexicans would try to return to their South Side
home, prepared a trap for them, and in a sensational gun battle, a
policeman and the taxi driver were killed. Rizzo was shot and not
expected to live because of his wounds. Torres was captured
unharmed but Bernardo Roa miraculously hobbled off and fled to
Mexico after being hidden in the steel mills by Mexican workers.
In his native land he became a feared caudillo (local boss) among
ejidetarios (communal farmers) and at one time was the chief
magistrate of Pénjmo, Guanajuato, a town near the hacienda where
he was bom.

Hjalmar Rehn, the state attorney who prosecuted the case
against the original six convicts for the killing of Klein, was
obsessed with finding Roa. In 1952 the State Department finally
gave up its extradition efforts on behalf of Illinois after the attorney
general of Mexico declined to act because the statute of limitations
had expired. At that point, Roa was released from a Mexican prison
after serving a sentence for illegally growing narcotic plants. In the
meantime, Rizzo was killed in a third escape attempt from Will
County Jail and Torres was hanged on July 15, 1927, along with the
other two remaining men convicted in the Klein killing.74
In addition to the Mexican convicts, those persons implicated in

aiding the escape, such as the entire membership of the Sociedad
Guadalupana, were considered heroes. They were sought out for
arrest because it was believed their donation to the defense fund
was used for bribes. Juanita Gallardo, the girlfriend who purportedly smuggled the tools used in the escape, was arrested, and as a
result of the publicity surrounding the case, she was elevated to
heroine status.75
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The events served the thousands of Mexicans in Chicago, whose
brushes with the law left them resentful and frustrated, as a drama

in which they could vicariously side with the "good guys," the
Mexican convicts and their cohorts. Navor Rodriguez, lifelong
activist and community leader in Joliet, remembers going door to
door as a member of the Sociedad Guadalupana, soliciting funds
for defense committees. When asked why he did it, he replied that
everybody knew that in those days Mexicans could not get justice.'
In the final analysis, however, mobilization of both the community and the Mexican government was contingent on dramatic

instances of injustices. Issues were taken up selectively by the
community and the Mexican government according to their ability
to evoke widespread sympathy.
Inversely, when Mexicans were the victims of crimes by other
Mexicans, newspapers and community leaders remained indifferent

and even hostile towards the legal plight of the accused. Internecine violence was a common occurrence in Chicago and most
crimes were alcohol- induced, and provoked by arguments over
women or money. José Anguiano, a longtime leader in Indiana
Harbor, explained that in the 1920s Robert Estill, a lawyer, helped

arrange a meeting between the consul in Chicago, the chief of
police in East Chicago, and the Mexican colonia members:
Many Mexicans felt that police were harsh, which they were, but
Mexicans were also violent. Sometimes, a Mexican would conclude
his vendetta at the gate of the Inland Steel plant where he followed
his victim from Mexico and shot him as he walked out of work'

In 1931 a colorful article appeared in El Nacional which
condemned Jesús Barragán, alias "the Monkey," who fatally stabbed

Francisco Bravo, a poolhall proprietor in South Chicago, when
... is quite well known
for his merciless and quarrelsome nature," the newspaper noted
when reporting the crime, adding that the "instigator of this crime
has caused other disturbances in the Mexican Colony and is a well
Bravo attempted to break up a fi g h t . "He

known bully from Torrence Avenue. "' In another issue, El
Nacional announced the discovery of the beheaded corpse of El
Veneno (The Poison) in an alley in South Chicago by noting it was
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no use lamenting the demise of this unsavory creature whose
sobriquet was well earned '
A more convincing demonstration of interethnic strife as
prerequisite for political mobilization is the case of Alberto Velasco.
In the spring of 1931, El Nacional printed a disparaging story about

him after he killed Juvenciano Horta in a fight over a "gay Polish
woman. ") Velasco was convicted of first- degree murder in what
could have easily been defended as a lesser offense. In addition,
there were some obvious and blatant discrepancies in his trial. But
El Nacional reported the crime as base (Mexican against Mexican
in pursuit of a woman of questionable virtues) and he received

very little help from the community or the Mexican consul, to
whom Velasco claimed he directed a number of fruitless solicita-

tions.'
First -degree murder cases, he was informed by Adolfo Domínguez, vice consul in charge of atropellos, as violations of civil rights
were known, were not within the jurisdiction of the consul. This

was an obvious delaying tactic, however, since many accused
murderers had been assisted by the Mexican government throughout the United States and in Chicago prior to Velasco's incarceration. Unfortunately for Velasco, the Chicago Consulate, deluged by
a tide of distress calls from starving workers and needy families

during the Depression, put a very low priority on his case.
Authorized by his home government to help repatriate Mexican
citizens, Chicago Consul Rafael Alveryra and his assistant Domíng-

uez devoted hundreds of hours to this problem alone.
Moreover, because community concern over the violation of
Velasco's right to due process was markedly lacking, the consul

could, in light of the pressing needs of the time, avoid that
responsibility. Velasco, however, a bright young man, learned
English in prison and mastered enough law to appeal his own case

before a number of courts, and fifteen years later, in August of
,1945, Judge Elwyn Shaw of the Federal Circuit Court in Chicago
released him on a writ of habeas corpus, denouncing the original

sentence as a "travesty of justice." Velasco was immediately
deported to Mexico for illegal entry, and since he was only
eighteen when he left his native land, at thirty -five he found
himself lost and disoriented in a country he hardly knew.R2
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In essence, Velasco's case fell through the cracks. In a way
reminiscent of ethnic political brokers, the Mexican consuls
throughout the United States yielded to community pressure when
establishing priorities pertaining to colonia problems.
Vice Consul Domínguez, because of increasing arbitrary arrests
of Mexicans, was in and out of courtrooms where he acquired a

reputation as a nuisance. On one occasion he negotiated the
release of eighty Mexican immigrants arrested for "no apparent
reason" according to El Nacional, in a poolroom of South Chicago
and in an adjoining barber shop. Because the prisoners complained

about mistreatment and because only two men were accused of
any wrongdoing (they had "reefers" in their pockets), Domínguez,
accompanied by consulate lawyers, protested vehemently before

Judge Thomas Green. In the process, Dominguez gained the
enmity of the judge 83
On the Fourth of July, 1931, a time when all Chicagoans headed
out to the beaches of Lake Michigan, tension reached a high pitch.

For some years, South Chicago Mexicans had shared the beach at
Calumet Park with Poles and Italians in an uneasy truce. A fight
broke out on this particular day, however, and quickly escalated

into a minor riot. The Mexicans were ejected from the park by
rock -throwing Poles and Italians. In the melee, knives and other
weapons were drawn and some picnickers were injured, including
two Mexican girls. Rioters on both sides were arrested on a variety
of charges, but apparently charges were not brought against the
men responsible for the attack on the girls.
On the morning of July 7, Dominguez, accompanied by attorney
John Baker and a small group of Mexican citizens, entered Judge
Green's courtroom to determine why the assailants of the Mexican
girls were not charged. Green launched into a tirade upon learning
of the vice consul's presence. According to Baker, he shouted at

the top of his lungs that "the consul was no good, the Mexican
Government was no good, that the consul was not taking care of
his job properly," ending his invective with "Shut up or I'll throw
you in the can." Domínguez did not shut up quickly enough and
was hauled off to the county jail to serve a six -month sentence for
contempt of court.
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When reminded by a prosecutor in his courtroom that the vice'
consul enjoyed diplomatic immunity, Green exploded saying "it
would take nothing short of an act of President Hoover to change
his mind." Then he added, "I'm an ex- marine myself and that's the
way we marines handle things. I don't see why people ... scrape
to these consuls and ambassadors. They've got to be put in their
place."

Upon learning about the incident the next day, the Mexican
ambassador, Manuel Tellez, quickly protested the jailing of a
Mexican diplomat on United States soil. However, the Department
of State, sensitive to the international implications of Green's action,
had already acted. A cable was sent to Governor Lewis Emmerson
in Springfield requesting his help in averting any further complications.

In Chicago cooler heads had already prevailed. Domínguez was

freed on his own recognizance by another judge over Green's
objections. In the meantime, Green flamboyantly retained the
services of an American Legion attorney to represent him in all
future deliberations pertaining to the Dominguez case, insisting that

Domínguez would eventually go to jail. He changed his mind,
however, after Chief Justice Sonseteby of the Illinois Supreme
Court, at the behest of Governor Emmerson, personally spoke to
him. The high -ranking official persuaded Green to expunge the
original sentence and issue a statement admitting his error. The
Department of State sent an official apology to Mexico through
Ambassador Tellez, and the international embroglio ended.
Apart from the judge's lack of respect for diplomatic representa-

tives from Mexico, his attitude made clear to the leaders in the
Mexican colonias that more effective organization was required.
Eduardo Peralta recalled another aspect of Judge Green's tirade not

recorded either in newspaper stories or diplomatic dispatches.
Peralta and a number of other Mexicans accompanied Domínguez
to request police protection at Calumet Beach, the location of the
Fourth of July fracas. Green, in the course of his exhortations to the
vice consul and his party, made some remarks which would leave
Peralta with a lasting impression. "The reason you people can't go
to the beach," Peralta remembers Green saying, "is because you
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don't have organizations and individuals that can represent you in
this city." 85

Lack of political recognition for Mexicans obviously damaged

their ability to obtain justice from court system riddled with
influence peddling. In the 1920s the Wickersham Commission, an

investigative body, was established by Congress to provide
solutions to the issue of rising crime during the decade. Paul
Warnshius was assigned to study the problem in Chicago as it
affected Mexicans. He was astonished at the prejudice manifested
by judges and jurors alike in court cases involving Mexicans. One

judge even told him, "The Mexican is a born bandit not to be
trusted." Such attitudes probably affected the conviction rates for
Mexicans, which were twice that of other nationalities during the

1920s. Furthermore, jury trials were rare for Mexicans when
charged with felonies because judges and prosecutors persuaded
them to waive that right by pleading guilty, most times without the
presence of defense counsel or interpreters.
But even when Mexicans were granted trials the results were far
from satisfactory for the community. Warnshius observed that, apart
from hostile judges and juries, many of the lawyers who defended

Mexicans were lazy, indifferent and incompetent. After the trial
which convicted the three Mexicans of robbing and killing the
ticket agent, the Chicago Mexican consul was so disturbed he filed
a claim before the Mexican Claims Commission for $90,000 on their
behalf. In an impassioned letter to his superiors in Mexico he stated

that no witnesses were brought forth and that the conviction was
based on a confession extorted out of one of the accused. The
police were baffled for a whole month as to who could have killed
the sixty -three -year -old agent, and they had been under great
pressure to solve the crime when they arrested Roa, Rizzo and
Torres.`
An even more blatant abuse in the courts occurred in the trial of
eighteen -year -old Vito Sánchez. In March of 1925 he fatally shot a
European immigrant attempting to rob him in Gary, Indiana. Found
guilty of first- degree murder, Sánchez was sentenced to die in the

electric chair. Two years later, after Sánchez's case came to the
attention of the Mexican government, a national campaign was
launched to save the young Mexican, and because competent
lawyers hired by the consulate in Indianapolis appealed the case,
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the conviction was reversed. Sanchez's new attorneys charged that

he had been defended by an unprepared counsel who did not
even know witnesses could be subpoenaed and that the trial was
presided over by a hostile judge who would not consider a selfdefense plea.88

Eventually, Mexicans became part of the ethnic mosaic of
Chicago. For example, Eduardo Peralta, a firm believer that
recreational activity for young people was essential to their physical

and psychological well being, joined the Democratic Party in the
1930s and pressured city park officials to provide facilities and
equipment so that he could organize baseball and other sports
teams in the colonia. The rejections that he and other Mexicans
experienced when he was a young immigrant and the pronouncements of Judge Green bolstered his determination.89
By the end of the 1920s the Mexican colonias were changing
politically and culturally. In 1927, El Amigo del Hogar summed up
the overriding sentiment of the immigrant leaders: "We must take

from this country where we are not respected the best, so that
when we return to the homeland we can contribute to our nation's
development." [translation by author.190 In response to the 1929
Immigration Act, however, which made it a felony to enter this
country illegally, the Indiana Harbor newspaper printed articles on
how to obtain permanent residency, the first step to naturalization.
The threat of this law was the obvious motivation for this about -

face. A stiff jail sentence or immediate deportation was the
consequence for any Mexican found guilty of its violation. Regard-

less of the motivation, it is apparent that previous resistance to
Americanization was wearing down.
During the 1920s, newspapers such as México and La Noticia
Mundial urged their readers not to Americanize, or naturalize, and
to keep in mind that they would someday return to México. But
in the early 1930s, the publication, El Nacional endorsed candidates
for city office and urged Mexicans to register and vote.91
There were other indications that Mexicans were accepting and

wanting a more permanent place in Chicago. One was the
enthusiastic involvement of Mexicans in the United Steel Workers
Organizing Committee and the packing house unions during the
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1930s. A further indication of this is the formation of the first
political organizations, such as East Chicago's "First Mexican
American Political Club" in 1938. Its objectives were to bring
Mexicans into the wider orbit of political activity. Organized by
native -born and naturalized citizens at a time when naturalization

was on the rise, the club's goals were "to unite the colonia as a
voting bloc, to participate actively in all campaigns, and to assist all
Mexicans who desired to become citizens. "92 A similar phenomenon

existed in Chicago proper in the 1930s and 1940s. Goals of
organizations like the Mexican Civic Committee and the Latin
America Fraternal Society were designed to integrate Mexicans into
Chicago political life and were markedly assimilationist.'
Earlier issues giving impetus to Mexican solidarity in Chicago,

such as inequity in the justice system, provided Mexicans with a

unified approach to entering into coalitions with other ethnic
groups. For example, labor unions were often used as vehicles for

overcoming ethnic divisions, but the initial efforts to organize
Mexicans and other ethnic groups in the 1930s used nationalistic
appeals. But ethnic groups could not have responded to the
overtures unless they had acquired a degree of cohesive nationalism. For Mexicans, joining a union was a collective method of
improving their lot in the steel mills and the packing houses.
However, in making the transition from immigrant nationalism
to a Mexican American assimilationist posture, the issue of abuses
in the justice system remained of utmost concern. Consider, for
instance, the first incursions of Mexicans into electoral politics. In
the early 1930s, Anglo candidates for office made overtures to
Mexicans, and while the candidates were not Mexican, appeals to
people of Mexican descent were still possible. For example, in
1932, an editorial appeared in El Nacional supporting Russell J.
Alvarez, son of a Spanish father and a German mother, for judge
of municipal court. He deserved the vote of Mexicans and other
Latins because "he is familiar with our customs and will impart
justice to our race with less prejudice than any other judge." Note

the final phrase of the quotation. The same year El Nacional
heralded the election of Nuncio J. Bonelli to a municipal court
judgeship. Bonelli, the paper said, was an Italian "who was warmly

supported by the Spanish American element of Cook County on
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account of his past kindness" to the colonias. Bonelli's election
was also welcomed because of his fluency in Spanish, which

"facilitates the handling of our cases in the court' [author's
emphasis]."
In summary, the process described here resulted in limited but
effective ethnic consciousness among Mexicans in Chicago.
Obviously, they were not aware of sewing as a political building

block for future generations. They were preoccupied with their
contemporary conditions and the success of their activity has to be

measured in that context. As demonstrated, they defended the
colonias effectively in spite of setbacks and defeats.
For example, when the colonias were at their most organized,
containing elements of highly developed nationalism, divisions
were still evident. Mutual -aid groups competed and vied with each
other for membership, prestige and dominance of colonia cultural
life. Meanwhile, schisms based on religious ideologies became
more acute as the religious wars in Mexico escalated in the latter
part of the 1920s, and the regional and class differences were never
completely eradicated. In addition, distrust of the Mexican consulate, an institution which did serve as a source of coalescence, was
many times evident.
Internecine violence remained widespread. It was fostered by an
atmosphere in which a large number of young and alienated males
with few social outlets sought solace in alcohol and vied for the
companionship of the few women in the colonias. This last factor

threatened to foster social anomie, a problem combated by the
leaders but which was also alleviated by the widescale return to
Mexico of the younger single members of the colonias during the
Great Depression.
Nonetheless, these divisive factors were to large degree mitigated by the cultural and national affinity which most Mexicans had
for each other. But most important, the hostility encountered at the
hands of the police and white workers fostered a veritable state of
siege which forced the newcomers to confront adversity. But as has

been seen, these incipient, impromptu efforts led to further
organizing, which helped form the politics of future generations. Of
ultimate importance is that the Mexicans survived the first genera-
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tion as immigrants and did not allow adverse conditions or their

detractors to curb the growth of relatively stable and united
colonias. And even though the measuring stick is not very precise,
it should be concluded that the efforts to build immigrant ethnic

consciousness and the adoption of a defense posture were
successful.

This study has dealt only with the first immigrants who came to
Chicago in the 1920s and their descendants who are now into their
fourth generation. According to Louise Año Nuevo Kerr, Chicago's
Mexican immigrants demonstrated "every sign of becoming Mexican
American, instead of Mexican in culture as well as in citizenship,

and following the traditional European immigrant pattern of
settlement and assimilation. "" But since World War II a new wave
of immigrants from Mexico, Mexican Americans from the Southwest, and Puerto Ricans have entered Chicago in large numbers,
surpassing in population the immigrant group in this study. As Felix

Padilla has demonstrated in a study of contemporary Latino
consciousness in Chicago, a new ethnic identity has evolved as a
consequence of the entry of new Latino groups. It would appear
most probable, Padilla suggests, that the foundation of this new
identity was laid by the immigrants from Mexico in the 1920s.
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